
Virtual 
Assistants 
Platform
with Open AI Models

Your personal virtual 
assistant: the future of 
efficiency and convenience.



25%

77%

69%

Market data

of companies will incorporate virtual assistants into their customer 
service teams during 2023, according to a report by Gartner

of consumers expect companies to use technologies like virtual 
assistants to enhance the customer experience, according to a study 
by Salesforce

of consumers believe that virtual assistants can improve the 
customer experience in banking and financial services, according to 
a survey by Capgemini.



Optimize your 
online service

Through our platform, create your virtual
assistant with the best artificial
intelligence models on the market and
train them without the need for
programming knowledge.



By answering questions automatically, the
workload for customer service personnel
is reduced and response times for users
of your website are improved.

Improve your
efficiency and 
productivity



A Juniper Research study predicts that virtual assistants will save businesses
more than USD $11 billion annually in customer service costs by 2023

Cost savings

Additionally, virtual assistants can reduce customer service costs by
30% according to a BI Intelligence report.



Our solutions are based on the 
best artificial intelligence 
models on the market

Artificial 
Intelligence
at your hands



Business Model

• Easy-to-use and customizable virtual assistant creation platform
• Integration of artificial intelligence technology to offer more advanced solutions
• Data analysis and performance reports to measure the performance of virtual assistants

• Companies that want to improve the quality of customer service, reduce costs, automate
processes and that want to improve efficiency and productivity.

Our

Proposal

Our

Clients

Service
Plans

• Pay-per-use model: the platform allows users to pay only for what they use. The model is based
on the number of interactions the virtual assistant has with customers, which allows users to
pay for the actual use of the virtual assistant.



Freemium

1.600 Token
FREE

Advanced

11.200 Token
$100 usd/ month

Basic

6.400 Token
$50 usd/ month

Enterprise

Unlimited Tokens
Cost per demand
Data Reporting

Service Plans



Enterprise Plan

Unlimited
Tokens

Visualize the data obtained 
from your virtual assistant



Prototype

Access our 
platform

Create your virtual 
assistant project

Choose your
training options
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